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A systematic study is presented for OH·sH2Od7 clusters derived from the cubicsH2Od8 octamer by replacing
one water with a hydroxyl radical. The system is a prototype for atmospheric water clusters containing the
environmentally important OH species, and for OH adsorbed at the surface of ice. The full set of 39 symmetry-
distinct cubic OH·sH2Od7 clusters is enumerated, and the structures are determined usingab initio quantum
chemical methods. Graph invariants are employed to obtain a unified analysis of the stability and structure of
cubic sH2Od8 and OH·sH2Od7, relating these physical properties to the various hydrogen-bond topologies
present in these clusters. To accomplish this the graph invariant formalism is extended to treat a hydrogen
bonding impurity within a pure water network.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Understanding how gas-phase reactive species in earth’s
atmosphere become incorporated into cloud droplets or aero-
sols is essential to determining the complete chemical bud-
gets of these species. Unfortunately, how chemical budgets
of reactive species such as gas-phase radicals are impacted
by clouds or aerosols is not well understood. Nor has it been
systematically addressed. The hydroxyl radicalsOHd is a ma-
jor species in the HOx chemical family. In fact it is the most
important species responsible for the oxidation of pollutants
in the atmosphere. A number of field studies are currently
addressing the question of what is the abundance of OH in
the atmospheref1–3g. These studies have focus on the gas-
phase OH concentrations in the atmosphere. To address the
question of the heterogeneous uptake of OH radicals by
clouds or aerosols requires that it is understood how OH
interacts with water. In 1991, Schaefer and co-workersf4g
assumed that the hydroxyl water complex was a HO¯HOH
structure. Balint-Kurti and co-workersf5g showed that the
most stable geometry was OH̄OH2. A later study by Xie
and Schaeferf6g proposed that the OH̄ OH2 is the strongly
bound OH/water complex. It is only recently that the OH-
water complex has been experimentally identified in the
laboratory from matrix isolation infrared spectroscopic stud-
ies f7,8g. Recent theoretical studies have examined how OH
radicals interact with multiple waters up to 6 water mol-
eculesf9–11g. These studies address the question of how OH
radicals are energetically stabilized by multiple waters. How-
ever, the key question that addresses how an OH radical
interacts heterogeneously with water is understanding how
the hydrogen bonding of OH incorporates itself within the
hydrogen bonding topology of water in cloud droplets, aero-
sols and ice. This question, which is fundamental to under-

standing how OH fits into the water network, has not been
addressed. In order to approach these questions systemati-
cally, in this study OH is examined into the hydrogen bond-
ing network of cubic water octamer. The choice of water
octamer is motivated by the fact that the water octamer is
known to be well orderedf12g. There are 14 unique symme-
try structures of the cubic water octamer, each with their own
specific hydrogen-bonding topologyf13,14g.

The OH·sH2Od7 cluster with oxygen atoms in a roughly
cubic arrangement can be constructed in multiple wayssenu-
merated belowd such that all water oxygen atoms are
3-coordinate and the hydroxyl radical is involved in two
H-bonds. This type of hydrogen-bond isomerism, fixed oxy-
gens connected by a variable H-bond arrangement con-
strained by the ability of the water molecule to donate to at
most two H-bonds and accept at most two H-bonds, occurs
in many aqueous systems. It is responsible for the zero-point
entropy of ice-Ihf15,16g, and is also found in ice-VII and
ice-III f17,18g. As mentioned above, the cubic water octamer
can form 14 isomersf13,14g, of which the most stableD2d
and S4 isomers have been observed experimentallyf12g. It
has long been recognized that the topological arrangement of
H-bonds can be summarized by oriented graphsf19–26g. It
has also been noted that physical properties, such as the en-
ergy, of H-bond isomers can be linked to the topology of the
H-bonds f13,21–23,27,28g. In these works, the topological
features of the H-bond network that were correlated with
physical properties were identified in anad hocfashion.

Recently, we introduced a systematic way of identifying
topological features of an H-bond network in water clusters
f24g and periodic ice crystalsf25g. Scalar physical properties
must depend features that are invariant to symmetry opera-
tion of the system. Hence, the appropriate features of the
H-bond topology, which we callgraph invariants, are linear
combinations of variables describing the H-bond topology
that are unchanged by all symmetry operations. The graph
invariants can be arranged in a hierarchy of increasing com-
plexity, providing a sequence of approximation that can be
generated until suitable convergence is attained. To date, we
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have only applied graph invariants to either pure water clus-
ters sH2Odn or pure ice. All other topological analyses of
water clusters have been limited tosH2Odn f21–23,27,28g.
This work provides the first topological analysis of hydrogen
bonding near an impurity.

In this work we present a formalism for treating a mixture
of more than one hydrogen bonding species with graph in-
variants. Besides the analysis of solutes in water clusters,
current interest in impurities embedded in icef18,29–33g fur-
nishes another motivation for developing these theoretical
methods. On the experimental side, self-trapping by reorien-
tation of the H-bonds, involving the type of H-bond isomer-
ism we study in this work, has been invoked to explain the
absence of observed diffusion of H3O

+ in low temperature
ice f34g. Theoretical treatments of point defects in ice at the
molecular level are beginning to appearf30–33g. It has been
emphasized that distant shellsse.g., up to the 18th shellf33gd
surrounding a charged defect in ice must be included to con-
verge properties like the solvation energy. To date, the
H-bond topology has not been carefully considered in the
treatments of point defect in ice. Given the large number of
H-bond arrangements and large energy barriers separating
them, direct simulation of the possible H-bond arrangements
surrounding defects in ice would be difficult, pointing to the
need for analytical methods to extend the reach of simula-
tions. The present work is an essential step in that direction.

The concept and use of graph invariants is explained in
Sec. II. We then demonstrate how graph invariants link en-
ergy, dipole moment, and other physical properties with the
hydrogen bond topology of the H-bond isomers of cubic
sH2Od8, treated in Sec. III, and OH·sH2Od7, treated in Sec.
IV.

II. GRAPH INVARIANTS

With the exception of high pressure phases of ice, the
hydrogen atom is not shared equally between hydrogen
bound water molecules. Hydrogen bonds are therefore direc-
tional, with the direction usually taken to point from hydro-
gen donor to hydrogen acceptor. As detailed in Secs. III and
IV, many isomers ofsH2Od8 and OH·sH2Od7 exist which
have similar oxygen atom geometries but differ in the direc-
tion of the hydrogen bonds. In ordered aqueous systems,

physical properties are sometimes captured by a reduced de-
scription in terms of the H-bond topology of the structure—
specifying which waters are connected by H-bonds and the
directionality of those bondsf13,21,24g. Physical properties
beyond the topology, like bond lengths, bond angles, ener-
gies, an dipole moments, can then be linked to the H-bond
topology.

To track the H-bond topology, we introduce bond vari-
ablesb for each hydrogen bond which takes the values +1 or
−1 depending on the direction of H-bond in a particular
structure relative to an arbitrarily chosen canonical direction.
The canonical directions of H-bonds we chose forsH2Od8

and OH·sH2Od7 cubes are shown in Fig. 1sad.
In Fig. 1sbd, the physicalsH2Od8 cluster ofD2d symmetry

is shown. Comparing the canonical bond direction given in
Fig. 1sad with the physical cluster of Fig. 1sbd, the H-bond
topology of theD2d structure is specified byb1=−1, b2=
+1, b3=−1, b4= +1, b5=−1, b6= +1, b7= +1, b8= +1, b9
=−1, b10=−1, b11= +1, andb12=−1.

Consider optimizing the geometry of aD2dsH2Od8 struc-
ture specified by bond variablesbr , r =1, …12 given above.
Then consider optimizing a second initial structure, also hav-
ing D2d symmetry but with bond variables generated from
those specified above by one of the rotations or reflection
operations of the cube. Clearly, the scalar physical
properties—energy, magnitude of dipole moment, bond
lengths—of the original structure, and the rotated or reflected
structure would be identical. Hence, if these properties are
linked to H-bond topology, they must depend on thebr’s in
combinations that are invariant to symmetry operations of
the cube. These combinations, which we callgraph invari-
ants, are obtained by application of a group theoretical pro-
jection operator on any bond variablebr,

Irsb1,…,b12d =
1

48o
a=1

48

gasbrd, s1d

on any product of two bond variablesbrbs,

Irssb1,…,b12d =
1

48o
a=1

48

gasbrbsd, s2d

three bond variablesbrbsbt, and so on. We call projections on
single bond variables likeIr first-order invariants, projections

FIG. 1. sad Canonical bond directions adopted for description of the cubicsH2Od8 and OH·sH2Od7 clusters. The vertex labels are in
regular type and the bond labels are in bold face next to the arrows.sbd sH2Od8 isomer ofD2d symmetry.scd OH·sH2Od7 cluster, designated
asD2d

OH in the text, obtained by removing a dangling hydrogen from the left, upper front water of the centersH2Od8 cluster.
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on products of two bond variables likeIrs second order in-
variants, and so on. Since we expect some localization of the
topological properties that determine physical properties, we
expect the low order invariants to be more important than
high order ones, and to date this has been borne out in all
cases studied.

If H-bond topology predicts a scalar physical property,
then that property must depend upon the topology, i.e., the
bond variables, in symmetry-invariant combinations like
Eqs.s1d ands2d. For example, the energy must be a function
of first-order invariants, second order invariants, third order
invariants, and so on,

s3d

In principle, the functionE may take any form. In practice, we have found that the simplest linear expansion is adequate:

s4d

The effectiveness of a linear expansion in the lowest order,
leading invariants is confirmed in this work. Below, energy
and other physical properties are calculated by semiempirical
andab initio quantum chemical methods for a large number
of H-bond isomers. This information constitutes the left-hand
side of Eq.s4d. The right hand side of Eq.s4d, containing far
fewera-coefficients than data points for the left-hand side, is
determined by least squares fit. In this way,ab initio data can
be interpolated, as we have done for the many isomers of the
sH2Od20 dodecahedronf24g, or extrapolated, as we have
done to predict proton-ordering phase transitions in ice from
ab initio calculations for small unit cellsf35g. Adding higher
order invariants to the right side of Eq.s4d will make the
least squares fit more accurate at the expense of greater com-
plexity and the ability to predict many properties from as
little data as possible. Eventually, when a complete set of
invariants is added to the right side of Eq.s4d the expansion
is useless as an interpolation or extrapolation tool because
the number ofa-parameters equals the number of symmetry-
distinct H-bond isomers.

There are no first order graph invariants for thesH2Od8

cube. In other words, application of the projection operator
on any bond variable as in Eq.s1d gives zero. The second
order invariantsfEq. s2dg furnish the leading order descrip-
tion of physical properties in terms of graph invariants. There
are five such second order invariants, given below:

I4,7=
1

6
sb4b7 + b6b8 + b3b9 + b5b10 + b2b11 + b1b12d, s5d

I1,9=
1

24
s− b3b5 − b4b5 − b2b6 + b4b6 − b2b7 + b3b7 − b1b8

+ b3b8 + b7b8 − b1b9 + b4b9 + b6b9 + b1b10 + b2b10

− b7b10 − b9b10 + b1b11 − b4b11 + b5b11 − b8b11 + b2b12

− b3b12 + b5b12 − b6b12d, s6d

I2,3=
1

12
sb2b3 + b1b4 + b5b6 + b1b7 + b5b8 + b2b9 + b6b10

+ b8b10 + b3b11 + b9b11 + b4b12 + b7b12d, s7d

I1,3=
1

24
s− b1b2 + b1b3 + b2b4 − b3b4 − b1b5 − b2b5 + b1b6

− b3b6 + b5b7 − b6b7 + b2b8 − b4b8 + b5b9 − b7b9 − b8b9

+ b3b10 + b4b10 + b6b11 + b7b11 − b10b11 + b8b12 + b9b12

− b10b12 − b11b12d, s8d

I1,1=
1

12
sb1

2 + b2
2 + b3

2 + b4
2 + b5

2 + b6
2 + b7

2 + b8
2 + b9

2 + b10
2 + b11

2

+ b12
2 d. s9d

We have labeled the invariants by the indices of a bond pair
which generates the invariant by application of a projection
operator as in Eqs.s1d ands2d. Since several different sets of
bond variables can generate the same invariant, there could
be many choices for how to label the invariants, although the
actual invariant are indeed unique.

So far we have only discussed the pure watersH2Od8

cubes. When an OH radical is substituted for a water mol-
ecule, the bond still has directionality but is chemically dis-
tinct. In an oriented graph, we may introduce bonds of a
different color to indicate H-bonds containing an H-bonding
impurity like the OH radical. When constructing graph in-
variants, we introduce new bond variables to indicate each
chemically distinct H-bond. For the OH·sH2Od7 cluster, a
second type of bond variablecr is used to represent the dif-
ferent colored bonds. We usecr =0 to indicate the absence of
an OH radical, andcr = ±1 to indicate the direction of the OH
when the radical is present. Similarly, the absence of a water
at the rth H-bond is indicated by settingbr =0. Hence, the
cubic pure water clusters are specified by 12 water bond
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variablesbr = ±1, and all OH bond variablescr =0, while the
OH·sH2Od7 cubes are described by setting one of thebr

variables equals zero and thecr variable at the same bond
equal to ±1.

In Fig. 1scd we show the physical OH·sH2Od7 cube ob-
tained by removing a dangling hydrogen from the upper, left,
front water molecule of thesH2Od8 in the center. In our
labeling scheme, to be explained below, this OH·sH2Od7

cluster is designated asD2d
OHs1d. The H-bond topology of the

D2d
OHs1d would be captured by settingb1=−1, b2=0, b3=

−1, b4= +1, b5=−1, b6= +1, b7= +1, b8= +1, b9=−1, b10
=−1, b11= +1, andb12=−1, the same as in Fig. 1 except that
b2=0. Also, to specify the OH·sH2Od7 configuration of Fig.
1, we setc2= +1 andcj =0 for j =1, 3, 4,…, 12. Structures

that involve more than one OH radical would be denoted by
more than one non-zeroc variable, and more than one type
of hydrogen-bonding impurity would would call for other
types of bond variables. ThesH2Od8 and OH·sH2Od7 struc-
tures studied in this work do not call for those extensions,
although the graph theoretical formalism can treat these
cases.

The graph invariants for the OH·sH2Od7 cubes involve
one nonzeroc variable. The leading order invariants for the
OH·sH2Od7 structures are the second order invariants, Eqs.
s1d–s9d, which are obtained for OH·sH2Od7 when the projec-
tor operates on a product of twob bond variables, plus a set
of second order invariants obtained when the projector op-
erators on the productbrcs. This gives five more invariants:

I12,c1 =
1

12
sb12c1 + b11c2 + b9c3 + b7c4 + b10c5 + b8c6 + b4c7 + b6c8 + b3c9 + b5c10 + b2c11 + b1c12d, s10d

I10,c1 =
1

48
s− b8c1 − b9c1 + b10c1 + b11c1 − b6c2 − b7c2 + b10c2 + b12c2 − b5c3 + b7c3 + b8c3 − b12c3 − b5c4 + b6c4 + b9c4 − b11c4

− b3c5 − b4c5 + b11c5 + b12c5 − b2c6 + b4c6 + b9c6 − b12c6 − b2c7 + b3c7 + b8c7 − b10c7 − b1c8 + b3c8 + b7c8 − b11c8 − b1c9

+ b4c9 + b6c9 − b10c9 + b1c10 + b2c10 − b7c10 − b9c10 + b1c11 − b4c11 + b5c11 − b8c11 + b2c12 − b3c12 + b5c12 − b6c12d, s11d

I4,c1 =
1

24
sb4c1 + b7c1 + b3c2 + b9c2 + b2c3 + b11c3 + b1c4 + b12c4 + b6c5 + b8c5 + b5c6 + b10c6 + b1c7 + b12c7 + b5c8 + b10c8 + b2c9

+ b11c9 + b6c10 + b8c10 + b3c11 + b9c11 + b4c12 + b7c12d, s12d

I3,c1 =
1

48
s− b2c1 + b3c1 − b5c1 + b6c1 − b1c2 + b4c2 − b5c2 + b8c2 + b1c3 − b4c3 − b6c3 + b10c3 + b2c4 − b3c4 − b8c4 + b10c4 − b1c5

− b2c5 + b7c5 + b9c5 + b1c6 − b3c6 − b7c6 + b11c6 + b5c7 − b6c7 − b9c7 + b11c7 + b2c8 − b4c8 − b9c8 + b12c8 + b5c9 − b7c9

− b8c9 + b12c9 + b3c10 + b4c10 − b11c10 − b12c10 + b6c11 + b7c11 − b10c11 − b12c11 + b8c12 + b9c12 − b10c12 − b11c12d, s13d

I1,c1 =
1

12
sb1c1 + b2c2 + b3c3 + b4c4 + b5c5 + b6c6 + b7c7 + b8c8 + b9c9 + b10c10 + b11c11 + b12c12d. s14d

Note that the bond variable function in Eqs.s5d–s14d are
invariant with respect to the placement of the OH radical
snonzeroc-variabled within the cluster. Even though the la-
bels in these equations reflect the fact that they could be
generated by projection with a nonzeroc-variable at bond 1,
the complete invariant is symmetric with respect to the
placement of thec bond, as it should be. Some of the invari-
ants given in Eqs.s5d–s14d have rather trivial values. For
example,I1,c1 will always have the value zero for the physi-
cal clusters considered here because a water and OH radical
cannot occupy the same H-bond position. However, math-
ematically it is one of the second order invariants and for
completeness is listed here. If nonzeroc variables could ap-
pear in more than one location, which would corresponding

to multiple insertions of hydroxyl into the cluster, then more
invariants would need to be considered.

III. „H2O…8

It has been shown previously that there are 14 symmetry-
unique configurations for the cubic water octamerf13g. The
stability of the 14 isomers was estimated using the empirical
OSS2 potentialf36,37g, which compared favorably withab
initio data available for a subset of the isomers from calcu-
lations performed by Tsai and Jordanf38g. In this work, the
energy of the clusters was observed to depend most strongly
on a particular topological feature, the number of nearest
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neighbor dangling hydrogen pairs in the cluster. In a more
recent studyf14g, in which ab initio optimizations were per-
formed on each of the 14 structures, an order of stability was
established and it was found that this order could be ex-
plained by counting the numbers of occurrences of certain
topological features that each conformer exhibited, none of
which were identified explicitly as the number of nearest
neighbor dangling hydrogen pairs. Neither of these previous
studies used graph invariants. In this section, we reanalyze
the water cube, and show how graph invariants provide a
systematic alternative to what are otherwisead hocanalyses.

The energies of the 14 cubicsH2Od8 octamers calculated
with second order Moeller-Plesset perturbation theorysMP2d
f39–43g using a 6-31G* basis set are indicated by the short
horizontal lines in Fig. 2. The 14 cubicsH2Od8 clusters that
label thex axis of Fig. 2 are designated according to their
point group symmetry, and clusters with the same symmetry
are differentiated with additional lettersad, sbd, …. Drawings
of each of the 14sH2Od8 isomers can be found in Fig. 3 of
Ref. f14g. The 6-31G* basis was chosen because it is a me-
dium quality basis set that can be used with the MP2 corre-
lation method to produce reliable results for large open-shell
clusters. The Gaussian98 program was used for all the elec-
tronic structure calculationsf44g. Tabulated energies and pic-
tures of each structure can be found in on-line supplementary
materialsf45g.

Before presenting an analysis of in terms of invariants, it
is useful to summarize how cubicsH2Od8 was previously
analyzed by two research groups. Within any of the conform-
ers of the cubic water octamer, each water molecule is bound
in one of two configurations. It can accept a hydrogen at only
one of its lone pairs and donates both of its hydrogens for
hydrogen bonding, like the water molecule at the top, right
front in thesH2Od8 cluster of Fig. 1sbd. Alternatively, a water
can accept hydrogens at both of the lone pairs of its oxygen,
and donates only one of its own hydrogens for bonding while
the other hydrogen is dangling. The water molecule at the
top, left front of Fig. 1sbd is an example. These two cases are
referred to as double donor and double acceptor, respec-
tively. The number of nearest neighbor dangling hydrogens
pairs, tracked by McDonaldet al. f13g, is therefore the num-
ber of nearest neighbor double acceptors.

The first part of the structural analysis performed by Be-
lair and Franciscof14g was based on the idea that it is pos-
sible to orient a pair of water molecules within a cubic water
octamer so that they have an orientation very similar to the
fully optimized water dimer. This dimer unit within the oc-
tamer framework consists of a double acceptor water mol-
ecule donating one of its hydrogens to a double donor. In
Fig. 1sbd, the four vertical H-bonds are in a dimer configu-
ration, while the other eight horizontal H-bonds are not
dimers. When one counts the number of these dimers in each
structure, it is apparent that the most stable structures have
the greatest number of dimers.

McDonaldet al. f13g found the number of nearest neigh-
bor dangling hydrogens was the most important factor gov-
erning the stability of thesH2Od8 octamer, while Belair and
Franciscof14g identified the number of dimers as the crucial
structural feature. Actually, these features turn out to be the
same topological property for cubicsH2Od8. As shown in the
following analysis using graph invariants, both features are a
linear combination of second order invariants andndimer=4
−nn.n.dangling H.

The values of the second order invariants are obtained by
assigning the bond variables for each of the 14 structures, as
we illustrated for theD2d isomer in the discussion of Fig. 1,
and then evaluating expressions Eqs.s5d–s9d. The result is
given in Table I. Each column in this table can be thought of
as a basis vector for describing physical properties of the
cube in terms of H-bond topology. First, notice thatI1,1 is 3
times I1,3. Even though the invariants area all algebraically
independent, linear dependences arise when evaluated for
particular structures because of the physical constraints of
aqueous hydrogen bondingse.g., accepting and donating at
most two H-bonds for neutral water molecules—what are
called the “ice rules” in the solid phasef46gd. If, for example,
H3O

+ or OH− units within the octamer were allowed, some
of the linear dependences observed in Table I would be bro-
ken. For cubicsH2Od8, we eliminate one of the linearly de-

FIG. 2. Relative energies of the H-bond isomers of cubic
sH2Od8 sshort horizontal linesd and OH·sH2Od7 ssquaresd. Unfilled
squares represent the energies of OH·sH2Od7 structures formed by
removing the dangling hydrogen of a dimer unit. The solid squares
represent the energies of OH·sH2Od7 structures formed by remov-
ing the dangling hydrogen of another site.

TABLE I. Value of second order invariants for the 14 cubic
sH2Od8 octamers.

Structure I4,7 I1,9 I2,3 I1,3 I1,1

D2d 1 −1
3 −1 1

3 1

S4 −1
3

1
3 −1

3
1
3 1

C2
1
3 −1

3 −2
3

1
3 1

Ci −1 1
3 0 1

3 1

Cs −2
3

1
3 0 1

3 1

C1scd 0 0 −1
3

1
3 1

C1sbd
2
3 −1

3 −2
3

1
3 1

C1sad −2
3

1
3 0 1

3 1

C1sdd −1
3

1
6 0 1

3 1

C1sed −1
3

1
6 0 1

3 1

C1sfd
1
3 −1

6 −1
3

1
3 1

C1sgd 0 1
6 0 1

3 1

C4sad 1 −1
3 −1

3
1
3 1

C4sbd −1
3

1
3

1
3

1
3 1
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pendent invariants, chosen with no loss of generality to be
I1,3, to obtain 4 linearly independent vectors. Hence, the sec-
ond order invariants provide 4 independent parameters for
describing scalar physical properties of the 14 octamers, of
which I1,1 is a constant. In terms of second order invariants,

ndimer= 6I1,9− 6I2,3, nn.n.dangling H = 4 − 6I1,9+ 6I2,3.

s15d

A description at the level of second order invariants, would
have automatically accounted for dimers or nearest neighbor
dangling hydrogens, and two other topological features at the
level of second order invariants. Incorporating higher order
invariants would involve more topological features, although
these higher order invariants do not appear to be important
for the case at hand.

Having discussed the relationship between graph invari-
ants and previously used topological parameters, we now
turn to least squares fitting of physical properties as de-
scribed in Eq.s4d. The plots in Fig. 3 give the results of
fitting the energy and squared dipole moment ofsH2Od8 to a
linear combination of the leading order graph invariants, the
second order invariants. We treated the dipole moment to
illustrate that scalar properties besides the energy could be fit
with graph invariants. The choice of fitting the squared di-
pole moment is based on a bond dipole model: If the total
dipole moment can be written as a sum of dipoles whose
direction is controlled by the bond variablesbr, then the
squared dipole moment is a symmetry-invariant that is qua-
dratic in the bond variables, i.e., a second-order invariant.
The fit given in Fig. 3 confirms thats1d physical properties of
cubic sH2Od8 can indeed be correlated with the H-bond to-
pology, ands2d that a linear combination of the second order
invariants compactly describes the link to H-bond topology.

Energy and squared dipole moment from PM3f47g and
MP2 f39–43g level calculations of the 14 octamers are com-
pared with a linear fit to the 4 linearly independent second
order invariants, one of which is an overall constant. It
should be noted that Fig. 3 represents the lowest level invari-
ant description, in that we are taking the lowest order non-
zero invariantssthe second order invariantsd, and using a
linear fit. In other situations, description of physical proper-
ties might require higher order invariants or might depend on
invariants in a nonlinear fashion. In view of the success of
the linear fits in Fig. 3, we did not seek to improve the
description beyond the simplest level. The fitting coefficients

are given below in Table II in conjunction with a discussion
of the transferability of parameters betweensH2Od8 and
OH·sH2Od7.

After establishing the number of dimerssproperty D of
their Table Id as an important topological feature, subsequent
parts of Belair and Francisco’s analysis sought a more accu-
rate relationship between topology and physical properties
by considering additional topological features of the water
octamer f14g. Unlike parameters generated by invariant
theory, these topological features were chosen in anad hoc
and more complicated fashion, although we will show that
they were nearly as effective as the second order invariants.
To describe this portion of Belair and Francisco’s analysis, it
is necessary to view the cubic water octamer, in each of three
directions, as a pair of cyclic water tetramers bound together
by 4 hydrogen bonds where each of the four hydrogens are
donated by one or the other of the tetramers. That analysis
revealed that the least stable cubes have, in exactly one di-
rection, all four of the donated hydrogens coming from one
of the tetramers, and that the most stable cubes have, in all
three directions, two hydrogens donated by each tetramer,
and that the remaining cubes have, in 1, 2, or 3 directions, 3
hydrogens donated by one tetramer and 1 by the other. This
number is listed as propertyA in Table I of Ref.f14g.

The order was further resolved by counting, whenA took
the value of either 2 or 4, the number of directions in which
the pairs of donated hydrogens coming from a particular tet-
ramer were on adjacentsacross an edged or diagonalsacross
a faced water molecules. It was found that the more stable
structures exhibited more occurrences of the diagonal con-
figuration. This is propertyB of Table I of Ref.f14g. WhenA
took a value of 3, the group of octamers with intermediate
stability, the number of directions in which three of the hy-
drogens were donated by one tetramer was reported as prop-
erty B in Table I of Ref.f14g. From this, it was found that, of
this middle group, the most stable structures had this prop-
erty in only 1 direction while the least stable structure had
this property in all 3 directions.

Although Belair and Francisco did not attempt a linear fit,
Fig. 4 shows that a fit with 4 parameters, the topological
propertiesD , A, B described in their work plus a constant,
does yield a reasonably good description of the dependence
of energy on H-bond topology. PropertyD sdimersd is a sec-
ond order invariant, while propertiesA andB are not second
order invariants and must be higher order invariants. Com-
paring with Fig. 3, the accuracy is close to second order

FIG. 3. Comparison of semiempirical PM3
sopen circlesd and ab initio MP2 resultssfilled
circlesd with fits to second order invariants for the
cubic water octamer. Energy is shown on the left
and squared dipole moment on the right. The en-
ergy of the most stable octamer is chosen as the
zero of energy.
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invariants. The number of fitting parameters is 4 in both
cases. While the parameters for Fig. 4 were chosen in anad
hoc fashion, the invariants used in Fig. 3 are generated by a
systematic procedure.

IV. OH· „H2O…7

A. Unique configurations of cubic OH·„H2O…7

Oriented graphs, which can be used to generate starting
structures for quantum chemistry optimizations, for the

OH·sH2Od7 cubes were produced using automated graph
theory techniques as described previouslyf13,24,48g. We
also found that the same structures can be ascertained in
another way: Each configuration of the cubic water octamer
contains 16 hydrogens but only 12 hydrogen bonds; this
leaves 4 dangling hydrogens on each cube. Therefore, there
are a total of 56 dangling hydrogens among the 14 cubes
which could be removed to generate OH·sH2Od7 from
sH2Od8, only 39 of which are symmetry-unique. Pictures of
each structure are available in on-line supplementary materi-
als f45g. For example, removal of any of the four dangling
hydrogens from thesH2Od8 cubes ofD2d, S4, or C4 symme-
try produces symmetry-equivalent OH·sH2Od7 structures.
This is illustrated for theD2d isomer in Fig. 1. Each dangling
hydrogen removed fromsH2Od8 of C1 symmetry generates a
distinct OH·sH2Od7 isomer. This is illustrated for theC1scd
isomer in Fig. 5.

The Ci and C2 sH2Od8 structures each give rise to two
distinct OH·sH2Od7 isomers, while theCs isomer generates
three OH·sH2Od7 isomers. In the following discussion, we
will identify the OH·sH2Od7 using a notation based on the
sH2Od8 isomer from which they were generated by removal
of a hydrogen. ThesH2Od8 isomers are indicated by their
names introduced in the previous section. We refer to the
OH·sH2Od7 structures with the symbolsPOHsRd where P is
the name of the parent structure andR is a number that
distinguishes OH·sH2Od7 structures generated from the same
sH2Od8 isomer. The enumeration problem for OH·sH2Od7 is
equivalent to that for HF complexed with seven waters in a

TABLE II. Coefficients obtained by fitting energy and squared dipole moment of cubicsH2Od8 and
OH·sH2Od7 isomers to a linear combination of graph invariants. InvariantsI4,7, I1,9 and I2,3 are used in the
fit of both sH2Od8 and OH·sH2Od7 isomers. Comparison is made between the fitting coefficients for these
three invariants when just the 14sH2Od8 isomers are fit, versus fitting across the entire set ofsH2Od8 and
OH·sH2Od7 isomers. The last five invariants are only used in the fit of OH·sH2Od7 properties. InvariantI1,3

is a constant for all thesH2Od8 isomers, but does change value for the OH·sH2Od7 topologies. Therefore,
even thoughI1,3 only involves H bonds of water molecules, it only appears in the simultaneous fit ofsH2Od8

and OH·sH2Od7 properties. When properties of OH·sH2Od7 calculated at the MP2 level are fit, the two
isomers shown in Fig. 6 are not included because their H-bond topology differs from the rest of the clusters.

Energysa.u.d Squared dipole moment

sD2d
Invariant parameter PM3 MP2 PM3 MP2

I4,7 fsH2Od8 onlyg 0.00332 0.00599 57.7 97.4

I4,7 fsH2Od8 and OH·sH2Od7g 0.00314 0.00671 51.3 87.7

I1,9 fsH2Od8 onlyg −0.00986 −0.0143 −1.64 −0.230

I1,9 fsH2Od8 and OH·sH2Od7g −0.00993 −0.0150 −9.61 −18.9

I2,3 fsH2Od8 onlyg 0.0160 0.0260 117 191

I2,3 fsH2Od8 and OH·sH2Od7g 0.0157 0.0283 113 191

sH2Od8 and OH·sH2Od7

I1,3 0.0205 −0.00710 155 227

I12,c1 0.00437 0.0105 131 212

I10,c1 −0.0225 −0.0208 −35.1 −76.4

I4,c1 0.0314 0.0431 295 492

I3,c1 0.0173 0.00903 207 366

FIG. 4. Fit of the MP2 energies of the 14 octamers using topo-
logical propertiesD , A, andB from Ref. f14g. The filled triangles
are fits using Belair and Francisco’s topological propertiesD , A,
and B. The open circles describe the fit using second order
invariants.
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cubic structure, previously considered by Kuo and Klein,
who found 39 symmetry-distinct structures of HFsH2Od7

f49g.
Quantum chemistry optimizations were performed on all

OH·sH2Od7 structures as described above for the pure
sH2Od8 clusters, and are tabulated in the on-line supplemen-
tary materialsf45g. Each structure resulting from the initial
PM3 optimization was equivalent in hydrogen bonding to-
pology to its corresponding starting structure. The same was
true for MP2 level optimizations that were started from the
PM3 structures in all but two cases. Not surprisingly, these
two cases were the two highest energysH2Od8 isomers. The
fate of these clusters upon optimization at the MP2 level is
shown in Fig. 6. We were unable to locate local minima with
these topologies. Instead, these two structures optimized to a
different hydrogen bond topology than the other 37 opti-
mized OH·sH2Od7 structures, and therefore were not in-
cluded in the graph invariant analysis.

The relative energies of the fully optimized OH·sH2Od7

structures are plotted in Fig. 2 along with the relative ener-
gies of the correspondingsH2Od8 structures. The zero of en-
ergy for these two sets of data are taken to be the energies of
D2d

OH andD2d, respectively. From this plotted data, it can be
seen that, in general, the relative energies of the OH·sH2Od7

structures follow fairly closely to the relative energies of
their sH2Od8 parentssexcept for the two structures shown in
Fig. 6d. More precisely, the energy difference between a
given radical structure andD2d

OH is similar to the energy dif-
ference between the parent of that radical structure andD2d.
For example, the energy difference betweenD2d and C2 is
3.7 kcal/mol, whereas the difference betweenD2d

OH and the
two radical structures formed fromC2, namely,C2

OHs1d and
C2

OHs2d are 4.0 and 3.2 kcal/mol, respectively. This trend is
preserved for nearly all of the other structures. The stability
of dimer arrangements within thesH2Od8 is reflected in the
relative stability of the OH·sH2Od7 clusters derived from the
same sH2Od8 parent. When removal of a hydrogen from
sH2Od8 disrupts a dimer, the resulting OH·sH2Od7 cluster is
less stable than when the hydrogen is removed from another
part of the cluster. In Fig. 2 the energies of OH·sH2Od7 clus-

ters produced by disruption of a dimer unit are indicated with
open squares. They are almost uniformly higher in energy
than the other OH·sH2Od7 clusterssfilled squaresd.

These features strongly suggest that the structural proper-
ties responsible for the stability of the OH·sH2Od7 structures
are the same properties discussed in Sec. III that are respon-
sible for the stabilities of thesH2Od8 parent structures. In
terms of invariants, it suggests that there will be a high de-
gree of transferability between the parameters forsH2Od8

and OH·sH2Od7, an issue which is explored in the following
section.

B. Simultaneous graph invariant analysis of„H2O…8

and OH·„H2O…7

The 10 second order graph invariants needed to describe
sH2Od8 and OH·sH2Od7 are given in Eqs.s5d–s14d. None of
these 10 second order invariants are linearly dependent when
evaluated over the 53sH2Od8 and OH·sH2Od7 isomers.

FIG. 6. The two highest energysH2Od8 isomers,C4sad andC4sbd
sshown on the leftd, broke their starting H-bond topology upon op-
timization at the MP2 level. The displacement of hydrogen atoms in
the OH·sH2Od7 structures from the positions that would have main-
tained the topology is indicated with arrows on the right.

FIG. 5. The parentsH2Od8 isomer ofC1 sym-
metry sdesignated asC1scd in our notationd is
shown in the center of the figure. Removal of
each of the 4 dangling hydrogens produces a dis-
tinct OH·sH2Od7 isomer.
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However, I1,c1 evaluates to the zero vector because physi-
cally an OH from a water and hydroxyl radical do not oc-
cupy the same H-bond simultaneously. As a result, there are
9 independent second order invariant parameters available to
describe the 53sH2Od8 and OH·sH2Od7 isomers. The quality
of the second order invariant fit to all the cubic structures is
depicted in Fig. 7.

The energy and squared dipole moment of bothsH2Od8

and OH·sH2Od7 are fit simultaneously in Fig. 7. The trans-
ferability of invariant parameters is confirmed by the com-
parison in Table II for the fitting coefficients for the 14
sH2Od8 isomers versus those for the 53 isomers for both
sH2Od8 and OH·sH2Od7.

We have emphasized that graph invariants are capable of
describing how any scalar physical property depends on
H-bond topology. An additional example of this capability is
the dependence of bond lengths. In Fig. 8, two types of bond
lengths associated with the OH radical are fit with second
order invariants. First, the bond length of the radical itself is
fit to the 8 second order invariants that are linearly indepen-
dent over the 39 OH·sH2Od7 isomers. In addition, the length
of the H-bond connecting the OH radical to the oxygen of a
water molecule is correlated with H-bond topology using
invariants. The OH̄ O hydrogen bond length actually cor-
relates best with the second order invariants. The OH radical
bond length is not as well described by second order invari-
ants, suggesting that it is controlled by many-body interac-
tions and requires higher order invariants for a quantitative
description.

V. CONCLUSIONS

Incorporation of a hydroxyl radical in an aqueous system
opens new theoretical issues compared to pure water net-
works. OH binds more strongly to a water molecule as a
hydrogen bond donorf6g than as a hydrogen bond acceptor
f4g. Unlike the case of pure water, implicit in all the
OH·sH2Od7 structures we have calculated is the accommo-
dation of a half-filled orbital whose orientation is determined

by the local geometry surrounding the hydroxylf6g. Despite
the additional complexities of the situation, we find that the
energetics and structure of OH·sH2Od7 clusters is well cap-
tured by simple features of the local H-bond topology. This
is reflected in the fact that the energy of OH·sH2Od7 isomers
relative to theirsH2Od8 parent correlates with the number of
dimer unitssa double-acceptor donating to a double-donord
broken upon removal of a dangling hydrogen in the parent to
form the OH·sH2Od7 structure. These findings are consistent
with recent work by Belairet al. on interactions between
HO2 and waterf50g. They find that the H-bond topology
immediately surrounding the radical species determines the
radical-water binding mechanism.

As shown in Fig. 2, the correlation of OH·sH2Od7 with
dimer units broken is rather strong, but the trend is not per-
fect and there are clearly other factors at work. The graph
invariant formalismf24g provides a route to a more quanti-
tative relationship between local H-bond topology and physi-
cal properties. We have found that the lowest level graph
invariants provide an excellent description of scalar physical
properties of cubicsH2Od8 and OH·sH2Od7. It is encourag-
ing that there is a high degree of transferability between
shared parameters forsH2Od8 and OH·sH2Od7, indicating
that topological features of the H-bond network may provide
guidance in more complex and challenging situations, such
as larger clusters, or the surface or interior of ice.
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FIG. 7. Comparison of semiempirical PM3sopen circlesd andab
initio MP2 resultssfilled circlesd with fits to second order invariants
for cubic sH2Od8 and OH·sH2Od7. Energy is shown on the left and
squared dipole moment on the right. The energy of the most stable
sH2Od8 octamer is chosen as the zero of energy. The two isomers
that are unstable as cubes at the MP2 level are excluded from those
fits and are not shown in these plots. Those structures are included
in the PM3 data.

FIG. 8. Comparison of bond lengths associated with the OH
radical with second order graph invariant fits. Filled circles are MP2
results while open circles are from PM3 calculations. The graphs in
the left-hand column depict the bond length of the OH radical,
while the graphs in the right-hand column show the distance from
the hydrogen of the OH radical to the oxygen of the water molecule
to which it is hydrogen bonded.
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